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A Sense of Wonder, a one-woman play performed by actress Kaiulani Lee, will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday
(April 4th) in Holmes Auditorium, Harder Hall, on the Alfred University campus. Her performance is this year's H.O.
Burdick Memorial Lecture in Biology.The play centers around the life of Rachel Carson, who is best known for her
book Silent Spring, which originally appeared in 1962 in a serialized format in the New Yorker, sparking national
concern over environmental issues in 1962. Carson called to the public's attention the threat chemical pesticides posed
to wildlife. A marine biologist and zoologist, Carson also wrote Under the Sea and The Sea Around Us. Even her non-
fiction works are considered notable for their "rich use of imagery and references to literature, history and art."She was
also a poet, and the recently published Lost Woods: The Discovered Writings of Rachel Carson, edited by Linda Lear,
shows "the evolution of Rachel Carson as a scientist, writer and crusader for the environment." Carson was named by
Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential people of the 20th century.An award-winning actress on Broadway,
in movies and on television, Lee has presented A Sense of Wonder all across the United States, Canada, and Europe to
rave reviews, including those of the men and women who knew Carson and manage her estate. Lee won an Obie
Award for outstanding achievement off-Broadway. She has appeared in numerous television series, including "Law
and Order." Her film credits include "The Seduction of Joe Tynan," "The Fan," "Garp," "Cujo" and "Compromising
Positions."The performance of Sense of Wonder at Alfred University is open to the public, free of charge, although not
recommended for children under 13 due to the length of the performance and the sophistication of the topic. Lee will
conduct a post-performance discussion of the play with the audience. The H.O. Burdick Memorial Lecture, sponsored
by the Alfred University Division of Biology and the AU chapter of Sigma Xi, the scientific research society, is named
in honor of H.O. Burdick, a former professor of biology at the University.


